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NRC in 2014
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1 vision, 1 mission, 8 values, 3 strategic priorities
8 public events – 260 participants
Lawyer advices – 294 users
Judicial and administrative procedures – 30 users
Free legal aid – 350 users
Legal aid (documents, property deeds, notary) – 184 users
Legal aid – 1168 users
1270 legalization procedures in 6 municipalities – 243 positive decisions
Coverage across the whole territory of Macedonia
International integrity and recognized advocate for the rights and interests of Roma
at national and international level
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD

Dear Friends,
I am proud to be a part of the NRC’s team. Over the past year, the organization has led projects that have made a tangible difference in people’s lives and the organization has worked hard to inform Macedonian policy makers and government of the realities
in Roma communities.
Our job is not only to alert government to problems. We must alert them to possibilities, to successes that can be repeated and
scaled up. It is to publicly demand equality; it is also to thank and support government officials who are doing excellent work and
who are supporting civil society’s ideas.
A fish, when swimming along in his search for food, for all his needs, does not ask why the water is clean, why it has the algae
he needs. We take our environments for granted. And yet Roma know that the environment in which we try to make our lives
has changed very much in recent decades and generations. We cannot take our surroundings for granted. While every successful
Romani person in Macedonia creates her own success and overcomes obstacles on her own, Romani civil society fills important
roles in defining the environment, the water in which we swim.
This new NRC report notes that there are a “growing number of Roma success stories which encourage the vulnerable and marginalized people”. Without unduly taking credit for these success stories, let us together promise to celebrate them and to work
with successful Roma who want to join the NRC community and join the effort to help our brothers and sisters.

Sincerely yours,
Jud Nirenberg
President of the NRC Board
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ADDRESS OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Since its founding in 2005, the National Roma Centrum (NRC) from Kumanovo is developing as an organization-representative
for the rights of Roma and other citizens of Republic of Macedonia that face marginalization, discrimination, poverty and other
forms of social challenges, that create a condition of social risk and vulnerability.
2014 is the year before the end of the National Strategy and Decade for Roma, a year with many social, political and economic
challenges for Roma but also a year for organizational and strategic repositioning of the NRC, which would enable for the organization to handle permanent and future challenges.
NRC during last year continued to work on the field of protection of human rights, freedoms and interests and to represent the
citizens that do not enjoy equal treatment in the society even though they have a legal right. For this purpose NRC’s work and
cooperation with many international and domestic institutions that share the same interests and values but also with memberships by those whose interests correlate with the interests of the organization.
In the last period we worked on 11 projects, some of which cover issues that concern the basic rights of citizens, as well as the
project for Legalization of Roma housing, Access to justice, Institutionalization of Roma education mediators, Promotion of availability to health protection for Roma women and Privatization of construction lands in ownership of Roma from Kumanovo, but
also projects for institutional strengthening and building of capacities in order to stand ready to resolve the problems and challenges that come from a condition of social risk.
In 2014, NRC updated its strategic plan, as well as strategic priorities and determinations on which it will focus for the following
three years in a direction of satisfying the needs and interests of its membership. The strategic plan provides the directions of
movement, but also represents a determination that relates to measurement of the organizational development, achievements
and progress, in relation to the overall social and economic development of Republic of Macedonia.
According to this, NRC, through realized results, proved its urges for building of better today and strengthening of the people
whose interest in represents, and to determine its direction in the forthcoming period.

Ashmet Elezovski
Executive director of the NRC
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INTRODUCTION
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The annual report on the National Roma Centrum’s work – NRC from Kumanovo is a showing of realized activities and achievements that the organization realized in 2014, as part of the urges for transparency of the organization towards membership and
all concerned and interested sides.
The report summarizes strategic determinations of the NRC, challenges have been presented on which the organization was devoted as well as achievements and problems the NRC team faces in realization of its mission for achieving better living conditions
for life of Roma in Macedonia, as well as other socially vulnerable and marginalized groups of citizens.
The permanent reports provides an overview of the realized activities and projects during 2014, as well as the achieved results.
The key activities in the organization are directed towards support and advocacy for realization of the rights and interests of the
members of the organization, through realization of projects, participation in the processes of creation of policies and cooperation with institutions and local self government, as well as networking and cooperation with national and international organization whose goals are in coordination with the values and priorities that NRC promotes.
The report shows the achievements of the organization in the past period in relation to the defined strategic goals and priorities and also shows the activities that have been undertaken in direction of promoting of the organization, its development and
capacities. Besides this the report also contains overview of the used resources, findings from the audit report have been summarized and a general evaluation has been provided for the efficiency and the effectiveness of the organization from the previous year. Also based on the needs of its constituents, identified social conditions, challenges, as well taking in consideration the
currents developments that international organizations dictate, future possibilities for development and promotion of the organization’s work have been identified. These will be taken in consideration during 2015 and during designing of future projects by
using the learned lessons from the previous years for further progress and sustainability of the organization.
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Vision, mission
and values
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VISION:
Support the development of a society where all people are equal and have equal opportunities to enjoy their freedoms and
rights.

MISSION:
Through people mobilization and empowerment, using rights based advocacy and participatory approach, NRC will support its
constituents (Roma and other people living in social risk) to fulfil their fundamental rights and enjoy their freedoms as equal in
the society.

VALUES:
•

Rights-based advocacy for the powerless, poor, discriminated, no matter their ethnicity, religion or gender

•

Policy and decision-making influencers, for better TODAY and rights enjoyment by all people

•

Listing to and respecting each other and our constituents, while working together to achieve mutually beneficial results

•

Diversity means power and strength that brings us together

•

We work with enthusiasm, appreciation and constructively, without prejudice toward anyone

•

NRC is transparent, inclusive, responsible and accountable organisation that acts with integrity towards its constituents
and its stakeholders in general

•

Quality, excellence and honesty are the traits by which NRC and its staff are recognized

•

Learning, coaching, mentoring and professional growth are highly valued by the NRC team.
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Organization
profile
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SUMMARIZATION OF NRC’S DEVELOPMENT
SINCE ITS FOUNDATION

The National Roma Centrum has been founded in 2005, in order to review, participate and support the national and local progress towards inclusion of Roma and also to follow how rights of Roma in Macedonia are being realized from a social, political and
economic aspect.
From its founding, NRC has been acting on the territory of Republic of Macedonia, in interest of Roma from the entire country
as well as membership in international organizations and participation in processes of advocacy and creation of policies and
influences on the quality of life of Roma, not just in Macedonia but abroad, transferring its positive experiences, learned lessons
and good practices. Besides to Roma the organization offers its services to all citizens with limited approach towards rights, are
socially marginalized.
NRC promotes the approach towards basic rights and advocates in the name of principles of equality before the law, in situations
where citizen’s rights and freedoms, hat are legally guaranteed, have been violated. From its founding until today, the focus of
the organization is directed towards education, through creating of policies, rule of law for better education, providing of personal documentation which means possibility for enjoyment of rights and obligations as equal citizens in the society, protection
of people’s health and all through principles of non discrimination, equality and inclusion. The areas of NRC’s work are expanded
based on the needs of the target groups such as housing, access to justice, through free legal aid and promotion of health care.
The organization has a rich portfolio which points out:
•
•
•
•

Research activities and creation and maintain of data bases from various areas that cover the field of work and target
groups on which NRC focuses,
Advocacy and participation in processes of creating of policies, that concern the socially vulnerable categories of citizens,
Membership in international organizations, networking and cooperation with international and domestic organizations and
persons, that represent the values that NRC promotes and represents,
Implementation of projects, that concern NRC’s priority areas.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The National Roma Centrum, based on the evaluation of its surrounding and its own functionality, in relation to outer challenges
and factors, brought a new organizational structure which purpose is to enable larger efficiency and effectiveness of the organization’s work in a direction of realization of achieving the set strategic priorities.
The highest body of bringing decision in the organization is the Assembly, that is in session once a year, brings the annual working program, adopts the working report and the financial report from the previous year.
The next level of hierarchy is the NRC’s Board, that works o n the executive level of the organization and connects the Assembly
and the Executive office. The Board oversees the management of the organization, works in accordance with the determinations
of the strategic plan and protects the interests of the members of the organization as well as the organization itself
The Executive director is responsible for direct management and daily functioning of the organization. He operates the organization structure on an operational level, takes care of the implementation and achieving of strategic goals and results.
The Executive office of the orgаnization is divided in two groups on a vertical, i.e. two organizational polls or carrying organizational units:
• Legal program and representation,
• Finances and administration.
Within the frameworks of the legal program and advocacy, there are national support teams that function in the following areas:
• Access and protection of fundamental human rights,
• Access to court and constitutional justice,
• Free legal aid,
• Rights on health protection,
• Housing,
• Support for formal and non formal education,
• Collaboration with state bodies, institutions and international organizations.
Each of the national teams has a coordinator and assistants and their responsibilities.
The organization unit for finances and administration has profiles that are responsible for correct, efficient and effective administrative, financial and technical functioning of the organization on daily basis.
NRC’s organization structure is provided in showing 1.
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Picture 1: Organization structure of National roma centrum
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Areas of work
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
NRc’s work is organized through projects, through which the strategic goals and priorities are being realized, operational costs
are being financed and there is a continued development and upgrade of the association.
The strategic priorities that determine the range of the frameworks of the organization in a direction of support for Roma and
other marginalized communities that live in a condition of social risk, in order to realize its legal and human rights are defined as:
•
•
•

decent home and living conditions
access to quality health services and information
equal opportunities for access to justice and enjoying the rule of law.

NRC, its projects, the annual working program, as well as all activities for advocacy, participation in building of policies that are in
a direction of enabling of a better and more quality life for the persons it represents, as well as the services it offers for its members, are being created and realized in a way that leads towards realization of goals defined with each of the strategic priorities
that reflect the needs and the priorities of the membership, i.e. to the citizens they are intended for.
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ADVOCACY
In 2014 NRC successfully realized the following activities on advocacy by areas:

Area
of advocacy

Issues/problems
for advocacy

Housing
and legalization

Proposal for change of the Law on illegally built objects,
in a direction of enabling of larger protection of citizens
that have submitted a request for determining of a legal
status for illegally built objects. Proposal for change in
Article 15, clause 1 from the previous law.

Health
protection

Support for continuing of measures in accordance with
the preventive program for Mothers and children, for
strengthening of approach towards ante-natal health
protection of women from vulnerable categories
of citizens.

Institution

Approach to justice in court procedures and protection
of fundamental rights (submissions to State inspectorate,
proposition to the State ombudsman , submissions to
other state bodies and institutions)
Equal
opportunities,
approach
to justice
and rule of law

The Law on free legal aid proposes to include requests
for free legal assistance that refer to family and personal
relations, i.e. status relations, since most of the requests
for free legal aid from NRC are from this area.

Introduction of two levels procedure for providing
of free legal aid
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•
•

Government of RM
Ministry of transport and relations

•
•
•

Government of RM
Ministry of health
Ministry of labor and social policy

•
•
•

Courts, State inspectorate,
state Ombudsman, state bodies
and institutions
Government of RM
Ministry of justice

•
•

Government of RM
Ministry of justice

In relation to advocacy, which is identified as NRC’s strategic goal, within the frameworks of each of the defined strategic priorities , NRC urges and promotes the principle advocacy based on right. This means that when we go out in front of the institutions,
domestic or international, we do not present our issues from a victim’s point of view, but from a position of equal citizens of the
society, that have guaranteed rights with domestic and international laws and offer solutions through which the society might
be promoted in a direction of providing of equal treatment for all citizens. With arguments, life stories, facts and numbers from
NRC’s data base, the association is a recognizable representative in front of institutions, media and the citizenship.
The serious and argumented approach provides results in the field of advocacy and the networking and cooperation with various international organization, enable possibilities for studying and promotion of practices and achieving of better results for a
shorter period.
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Realized projects
within frameworks
of strategic priorities
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Priority – Decent home and living conditions
Name of the project: Legalization of Roma housing – Macedonia, second phase
Goals:
Legalization of homes in 6 municipalities (in Skopje, Kumanovo, Kocani, Prilep, Tetovo and
Stip), where most of the Roma population lives, through financial and technical support for
the process.
Results:
Field work of 7 facilitators in 6 municipalities for cooperation with people submitting for
legalization and the Resource center of the NRC, lawyers and other sides of the project
A software was developed for electronic registering and processing of the procedure for
legalization
Legal aid, assistance during gathering of necessary documentation for legalization, initiated
court and other procedures necessary for continuing and finishing of the procedure for
legalization
Organized working meetings with municipalities, government and other institutions on a
local and national level
Advocacy for implementation of the Law on illegally built objects, using of a regular legal
remedy and a right of a complaint in a legal procedure for legalization of bringing of lawful
solutions for legalization, following of implementation of the Law and subsequent legal
changes and additions to the Law

The general strategic goal
of the priority which refers
to a decent home and living
conditions, is to develop
and implement a systematic approach for support of
Roma that live in Republic
of Macedonia, as well as
other vulnerable categories of citizens, to resolve
their problems and issues
that refer to legalization of
homes and property and
to achieve their right of a
decent home, through support for approach to water,
electricity, sewage and
other benefits of today’s
society.

Outcome from realization of the project:

Submitted
requests for
legalization

Submitted
elaborates

Legal aid
assistants

Obtained
calculation
legalization

Obtained
solution for
legalization

	
  

Name of the project: Privatization of construction site in ownership of Roma from Kumanovo
Goals:
To provide a minimum of 15 requestors to make them owners of lands for which in the future they will receive a monetary
settlement in case of any restrictions or limitations which is not the case with the right of use
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Results:
• Completing of documents and submission of requests in the department for property rights in the Ministry of finances
Outcome from realization of the project:
• Completed documents and 49 requests have been submitted to the Board for property rights in the Ministry of finances.

Priority – Approach to quality health services and information
Name of the project: Promoting of availability to health protection of Roma women
Goals:
Continued improvement of reproductive health in order to decrease infant and maternal
death rate trough monitoring of approach to guaranteed quality antenatal, perinatal and
post-partal heatlh services for Roma women and socially endangered women.

The overall strategic
objective of the priority as
regards access to quality
health services and information, is to establish a
system that will support
access to quality health
services for the Roma from
Macedonia, as well as other
vulnerable categories of
citizens.

Results:
• Conducting of a basic research for the needs and identification of awareness with the
target group of users (with emphasis towards Roma women) in order to evaluate the
condition of health protection and using of expectations from preventive services and
to use the findings as basis for appropriate development of projects and advocacy on
this issue;
• Defining and forming of problems on advocacy and strategy in front of national land
local decision makers.
• Raising awareness on free antenatal services as well as rights of patients through a campaign for informing and advocacy.

Outcome from realization of the project:
• All data that were gathered through direct communication with the citizens and fro the documents they submitted, were
used as basis for analyses and support for future organizational and national urges and reforms, that are supposed to enable
Roma women approach to a quality health service which is in accordance with strategic determination and priorities of the
organization.
• Planned campaign „Through a strengthened voice to better health services” that will target 500 Roma women in three
municipalities – Kumanovo, Stip and Kocani in order to raise awareness about the meaning of reproductive health and their
right as patients.
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Priority – Equal opportunities for approach to justice and enjoyment of the rule of law
Name of the project: Access to justice in Macedonia
Goals:
• Improvement of the system for protection of human rights in the country, through
strengthening of the system for free legal aid and determining of weaknesses during
implementation.
• Support of civil organizations in providing of previous free legal aid, in order to receive
a consistent court practice for improvement to the approach to justice as well as following up on the implementation of the Law on free legal aid through production and
independent evaluation
Results:
• General legal information – 278
• Initial advice for using of the right of free legal aid – 55
• Requests for free legal aid - 17

The general strategic goal
for the priority refers to
equal opportunities for approach to justice and rule
of law,is to support and
improve possibilities for
equal approach to justice
of socially uncared for
and unprotected citizens,
through strategic advocacy
and activism.

Outcome from realization of the project:
According to ethnical belonging of people for services: 68 were Macedonian, 1 Albanian, 218 Roma, 2 Serbs and 1 Turk and according to gender belonging 100 women and 187 men were evidenced.
- achievement of the right to a social and health care
- judicial and executive actions
- family relations
- administrative actions
- crimes
- child protection
- labour
- Pension and Disability Insurance
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Name of the project: Institutionalization of Roma education mediators
Goals:
Enabling of implementation of a Strategic framework for introduction of Roma education mediators in primary education.
Results:
• Prepared financial analyses
• Prepared strategy for public relations
Outcome from realization of the project:
• Prepared strategic framework for inclusion of Roma education mediators
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Realized projects
for organizational
strengthening and
activities for visibility
of the organization
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Organization strengthening
Name of the project: Institutional support 2013/2014
Goals:
• Increasing of NRC’s visibility (informing through the web site and Facebook page, cooperation with media and creating of
strategic documents)
• Improvement of the management and the structure of the organization, defining of responsibilities of various positions and
bodies, training of the staff, improvement of evaluation of programs
• Restoring of internal procedures of the organization in order to provide transparency and justification of the organization in
relation to outside collaborators
• Strengthening of management (strengthening of the activity of the Management board in strategic directions and providing
of financial stability)
• Strengthening of capacities for providing of financial stability
Results:
• Increasing of NRC’s visibility (informing through the web site and Facebook page, cooperation with media and creating of
strategic documents)
• Improvement of the management and the structure of the organization, defining of responsibilities of various positions and
bodies, training of the staff, improvement of evaluation of programs
• Restoring of internal procedures of the organization in order to provide transparency and justification of the organization in
relation to outside collaborators
• Advocacy for rightful implementation of the Law on illegally built objects (for the details of this result a report will be sent to
you)
• Intensified using of the web site and of the social media for increase of visibility
• Clearly defined roles in the structure through prepared working documents and a Rulebook for work of the association
Outcome from realization of the project:
• 13.752 visits and 6 752 visitors on the web site
• 600 followers on Facebook
• Submitted 30 new applications for projects and partnerships

Name of the project: Institutional support 2013/2014 – additional grant
Goals:
• Organizing of an Annual assembly
• Meeting with the Management board
• Printing of the Annual report
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Results:
• Organized Annual Assembly
• Held meeting with Management board
• Printed Annual report for 2013
Outcome from realization of the project:
• 50 present representatives on the Annual assembly of the NRC in 2014
• Printed and distributed 1000 copies from the Report of the annual work of the NRC in 2013, which is demonstrated by NRC’s
urges for transparent and justified work.

Name of the project: Institutional development 2014/2015
Goals:
• Printing of Annual report
• Preparing of Annual report 2013
• Preparing of NRC’s strategy 2015-2018
• Preparing of a program for volunteers
• Preparing of application for open calls of the European Union and other donor organizations
• Written recommendations for the Annual program of the Government of RM
• Meeting with the Board and the Executive director
• Preparing of an annual narrative and financial report 2014
• Organizing of external audit
Results:
• Prepared and printed Annual report for 2013
• Prepared strategy of NRC 2015-2018 and published in public
• Preparing of a program for volunteers
• Preparing of applications for open calls of the European Union and other donor organization
• Delivering of written recommendations for the Annual program of the Government of RM.
• Organizing of a meeting with the Board and the Executive director
• Preparing of an annual narrative and financial report for 2014
• Organizing of external audit
Outcome from realization of the project:
• Prepared and printed report for NRC’s annual work for 2013 in 1000 copies (http://static.nationalromacentrum.org/pdf/
annual-report2013.pdf)
• Prepared and published strategy of the NRC 2015-2018 (http://www.nationalromacentrum.org/mk/vizija-misija-i-strategija/)
32

•

Realized activities that are in direction of strengthening of the organization, through demonstrating of a transparent, responsible and justified work towards all social doers and concerned and interested sides with the work of the organization in
order to strengthen possibilities for attracting of additional sources of financing, networking and advocacy in order to enable
quality services and effective and institutional acting on behalf of the beneficiaries

Name of the project: Development of capacities for EU funds for Roma
Goals:
• Connecting of perspectives for approach to EU funds and policies for inclusion of Roma
• Reflection of the Roma issue within the frameworks of the IPA 2 program.
• Upgrade of capacities of the Roma NGOs in accordance with local and national trends for expanding of the EU.
Results:
• Preparing of a training for EU funds, in accordance with the needs of participants whose knowledge was previously tested
and expectations were taken in consideration.
Outcome from the realization of the project:
• Prepared and applied project, by NRC in the Erasmus + program
• Improved informing of the participants on the obligations of the EU towards Macedonia, as well as preparing of a critical
monitoring of the pre-approach process
• Prepared analyses of the association, structure, role of the employed through interactive methods and testing
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Visibility of the organization in public and the media
Name: Roma Pride (Council of Europe’s Dosta campaign)
Goals:
Contribution towards current views for Roma that are based on prejudice and stereotypes, through promotion of values for
Roma and their social contribution as well as creating of a better image for Roma
Results:
• Organized art event and exhibition with participation from pupils from various ethnicities on the subject “Overcome prejudice!
Meet the Roma!”
Outcome from realization of the project:
• With the event “Overcome prejudice! Meet the Roma!“ 4 high schools and 7 primary schools from Kumanovo were covered that
contributed towards bringing closer of the young people from various ethnic communities and raising awareness for equality of
everyone

Name: ONE magazine
Goals:
• Improvement of approach to information for the Roma community and for the people from marginalized groups
• Raising awareness of creators of public policies for the problems of the Roma community and the people from marginalized
groups in the society in order to create a better legislation and its implementation
Results:
• Printed 6 editions of the EDNO magazine in 2014
Outcome from realization of the project:
• ONE magazine was promoted and the information were constantly published through Facebook and Twiter, the information
were taken from www.ping.mk, www.org.mk и www.daily.mk.
Improved approach towards information about the Roma community and other marginalized groups of citizens
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Financial
Report
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FINANCIAL REPORT

In 2014, NRC had total budget of MKD 12.269 million, provided through donations from:
Roma Initiatives Office - Budapest
Foundation Open Society Macedonia
European Commission
Roma Education Fund
Institute Open Society - MtM programme
AD Elem
Council of Europe
Ministry for Justice - Macedonia
ERTF
FARE

Expenditures:
•
•

salaries for employees - 1.882.000 mkd
other operative expenditures - 6.998.000 mkd

For the financial work of the organization independent audit assessment was realized. The audit was performed by BDO DOO Skopje.
The finding of the independent auditor on the NRC financial work:
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аnnex 1 – Public events

Total number
of participants
(Women/Man)

Category of participants (NGO,
media, citizens,
participants, public
officials.)

Number of organizations – participants (if
the participants were
representatives from
organizations)
10 (NRC)
5 (Museum of city
Kumanovo)

Date

Location

Event
(Name and kind)

08.04.2014

Kumanovo
Museum

Celebrating 8th April,
World Roma Day

50

NGO, media,
citizens, political
parties

13.05.2014

Berovo

Annual assembly

39 (12/27)

NGO, media,
citizens

05.06.2014

Skopje

Coordinative meeting
for legalization

Kumanovo

Promotion

19.06.2014

Veles

Meeting with
Management Board

06.06.2014

Veliko
Turnovo

Children festival

07.10.2014

Kumanovo

Roma Pride (Enough!
Overcome prejudice,
meet Roma)

80

09.10.2014

Kumanovo

Exibition Roma Pride

80

NGO

13 (5/8)

Total number of events

262
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NGO

annex 2 – Media events

Date of
broadcast

Kind and level
of media

Name
of media

Title of material

Kind
of material

05.02.2014

Internet Blog
http://scoop-mk.blogspot.com/2014/02/m.
html

Center for
research
journalism SKUP

Few concrete realizations,
too much legal regulatives

Research

24.11.2014

Radio
http://radiobravo.com.mk/emissions/
nrc24112014/

Radio Bravo

Exhibition of drawings
organized of the
National Roma Centrum

News

Internet
http://www.reactor.org.mk/NewsDetails.
aspx?id=20&newsID=60&lang=en-US

Reactor

One bird does not
make a spring

08.04.2014

Internet
http://kumanovskimuabeti.mk/otvaran-ena-izlozhbata-romskite-nosii-niz-detseniitevideo/

Kumanovo talks

Opening of exhibition
Roma wardrobe through
the decades

05.09.2014

Internet tv
http://novatv.mk/index.
php?navig=8&vest=16560&cat=22

NOVA TV

Kumanovo: City of racial
profiling and home
of victims
of enormous fines

09.04.2014

Radio
http://www.makdenes.org/content/article/25326976.html

Radio Free
Europe

Disappearance of Roma
folk wardrobe

News

2014

Internet
http://www.myla.org.mk/index.php/proekti/
besplatna-pravna-pomos/koordinacija-namreza-na-zdruzenija

Macedonian
association of
young attorneys

Coordination of network
of associations
that provide
free legal aid

News

07.04.2014

Internet
http://www.vesti.mk/read/
news/1376117/464827/izlozhba-po-povodden-na-romite-romskata-nosija-niz-deceniite

Porta3

Exhibition Roma wardrobe
through the decades

News
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News

Date of
broadcast

Kind and level
of media

Name
of media

Title of material

Kind
of material

07.04.2014

Internet
http://www.vesti.mk/read/
news/1376117/463611/po-povod-svetskiotden-na-romite-izlozhba-na-romska-nosija-vokumanovo

Republic

Exhibition Roma wardrobe
through the decades

News

07.04.2014

Internet
http://www.kumanovonews.com/vesti/
izlozba-romska-nosija-niz-decenii

Kumanovonews

Exhibition Roma wardrobe
through the decades

News

08.04.2014

Internet
http://www.kumanovonews.com/vesti/izlozba-na-nosii-za-denot-na-romite

Kumanovonews

Exhibition Roma wardrobe
through the decades

News

17.12.2014

Internet
http://www.akademik.mk/110-gragani-pobarale-advokat-preku-sistemot-na-besplatnapravna-pomosh

Academic

110 citizens asked for a
lawyer trough the free
legal aid system

Info

17.11.2014

Internet Tv
http://daily.mk/makedonija/profesori-bugarija-predlagaat-politiki-obrazovanie-romite

Nova TV

Professors from Bulgaria
propose policies for
education of Roma

News

08.04.2014

Internet Tv
http://daily.mk/makedonija/romski-medijatori-se-ushte-chekaat-vlez-vo-obrazovniotsistem

Nova TV

Roma mediators still
waiting for a way in the
education system

Research

02.01.2014

Internet телевизија
http://novatv.mk/index.
php?navig=8&cat=16&vest=10669

Nova TV

I am prepared for talks
with any politician

Interview

08.04.2014

Tv
http://sitel.com.mk/vo-kumanovo-izlozhbaromskata-nosija-niz-deceniite-po-povod-megjunarodniot-den-na-romite

Sitel TV

In Kumanovo exhibition of
folk wardrobe

News

11.12.2014

Internet
http://inbox7.mk/archives/3252

Inbox 7

Citizens discouraged to
look for justice

Interview
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annex 3 – Informative and educational materials that are shared with the public in the
last period

Name of material

Kind of material

Subject of focus
of the material

Distributed
amount

Means of distribution

EDNO Magazine (February 2014)

Magazine

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

STOP FOR DISCRIMINATION

Brochure

Информативен
материјал

INTRODUCTION OF ROMA
EDUUCATIONAL MEDIATORS
IN PRIMARY EDUCATION

Brochure

Educational
and informative
material

1500 copies

During events

ROMA FOLK WARDROBE THROUGH
THE DECADES

Brochure

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

During events

ROMA MEDIATORS IN PRIMARY EDUCATION - through personal stories of
the mediators

Brochure

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

During events

EDNO magazine (March/April 2014)

Magazine

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

EDNO Magazine (May 2014)

Magazine

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

HOW TO GET A LEGAL HOME
(procedures and practices)

Brochure

Educational
and informative
material

1500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

EDNO Magazine (July/August 2014)

Magazine

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

ANNUAL REPORT 2013

Report

Informative
material

2000 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events

EDNO Magazine
(September/October 2014)

Magazine

Educational
and informative
material

500 copies

Through internet and
printed personally during
events
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During events

Board:
Jud Nirenberg
Shemsi Shainov
Robert Rustem
Nada Stoimenova
Ramo Rushidovski
Executive office:
Ashmet Elezovski, Executive Director
Katerina Shojikj, Head of the legal and advocacy department
Slavica Kjurchinska, Head of administration and finances department
Sebihana Skenderovska, Coordinator of the health department
Oliver Mitov, Coordinator of Free Legal Aid office
Martina Asanovska, Housing assistant
Sejnur Shainovski, Housing department
Irfan Martez, Health Department
Slavica Tasevska - Simonovikj, Formal and non-formal education department
Ljatif Demirovski, Financial department
Kjani Mustafovski, Office and administrative department
Dejan Djingarski, Maintaining web portal and data base
Dzenifer Elezovska, volunteer
Ervin Redzepovski, volunteer
Irsan Jasharevski, volunteer
Elez Elezovski, volunteer
If you are interested to support the activities and efforts of the National Roma Centrum,
you can donate to:
02-701-0022178.8, Komercijalna banka AD Skopje
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